Twists N’ Turns
Virtual Events

Pre-registration required at least one day in advance.
Learn more at https://www.twistsnturns.club/. To register contact Rebecca Eliav
at 213-280-1275 or reliav101@gmail.com.

Program
Immersive Murder Mystery Experiences
Twists N’ Turns presents a unique and interactive detective game experience in which Girl Scouts
become active participants in our immersive stories, and must work together as a team to unravel
the plot before time runs out! We aim to engage and excite our participants in our obstacle-driven
mysteries, leaving them with memories that will last forever.”
If your girl already loves mystery themed novels and detective shows, then these classes will give her
the chance to test her critical thinking skills in hypothetical situations both based in fantasy and reality.
Your girl will learn how to excel in puzzles and riddles and find herself using lateral thinking to be
more creative in her guesses. The puzzles and riddles will involve colors, wordplay, shapes, and
elementary math.

Cost

Attendees

Other

$17/ girl.
$10/adult

Min 3 girls
Max 30 girls

Girls will receive fun riddle and puzzle
worksheets, so they can continue to
practice their logic skills after the event
ends. Brownies, Juniors, and Cadettes
may use this program to work toward
Senses, Detective, or Special Agent
badges

The mysteries will be presented to the class through images and text on the screen. I will narrate the
story and explain each puzzle, encouraging students to use what they see or hear to make informed
guesses. They will look for misdirections, and break down the steps necessary to solve the puzzles.
They will share and debate hypotheses with their fellow girl scouts ultimately working together to
solve the mystery before class ends.
Learning Goals:
- Improve pattern recognition ability and reasoning ability through various puzzles
- Distinguish between linear vs. non linear puzzles
- Develop strategies to maximize time
- Learn to think like a puzzle writer
- Learn to make the seemingly “invisible” answer, visible

Experiences Offered
The Perilous Castle

A well-loved castle owner has mysteriously died. You have been tasked with exploring her castle and finding out who the murderer is. The castle is full of mysteries. Only if
you can solve all of the puzzles together in time will you discover the culprit and escape. If not you may just end up as their next victim.

A Trip To Mars

Rumor has it that there has been some foul play on the planet Mars! After a secret mission went awry, an astronaut has gone missing. The final transmission was
concerning and we were hired to investigate. Can you help solve the mystery and find a way home?

The Sinister Museum

You are on a trip to the Florence Natural History Museum, intent on visiting the sunken treasure of the Santa Maria. Your relaxing day at the museum is quickly derailed by
a mysterious murder! The manager has died and you are the only one that can figure out who killed him. Can you solve the mysteries of the museum and find a way out
before the murderer comes for you next?
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